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Abstra t
There is a huge literature on belief hange. In
ontrast, preferen e hange has been onsidered only in a few re ent papers. There are
reasons for that: while there is to some extent
a general agreement about the very meaning
of belief hange, this is de nitely not so for
preferen e hange. We dis uss here the possible meanings of preferen e hange, arguing
that we should at least distinguish between four
paradigms: preferen es evolving after some new
fa t has been learned, preferen es evolving as
a result of an evolution of the world, preferen es evolving after the rational agent itself
evolves, and preferen es evolving per se. We
then develop in more detail the rst of these
four paradigms (whi h we think is the most natural). We give some natural properties that we
think preferen e hange should ful ll and de ne
several families of preferen e hange operators,
parameterized by a revision fun tion on epistemi states and a semanti s for interpreting
preferen es over formulas.

1 Introdu tion

There is a huge literature on belief hange, and after
all those years it is reasonable to laim that there is
| to some extent | a general agreement about the
very meaning of belief revision and other belief hange
paradigms (espe ially belief update). In brief, belief revision onsists of on agent hanging her beliefs about
the state of the world after learning some new information about this world, and belief update onsists in an
agent adjusting her beliefs after learning that a spe i
world- hanging a tion or event takes pla e.
Now, the behaviour of an agent is fun tion not only of
her beliefs but also of her preferen es about the possible
states of the world. This raises the issue of when, why
and how preferen es evolve (if they ever do). At rst
glan e, it seems that preferen e hange o urs in many
situations in the lifetime of an agent (just think of he
natural language utteran es \I have hanged my mind",
\I don't love you anymore", \I have had enough, I'm
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not hungry anymore", or \I used not to like beer and
now I do so mu h", \Now that it's raining I don't want
anymore to have a walk"). These refer to preferen e
hange, and yet they refer to very di erent pro esses,
and it is not lear that theses pro esses an be modelled
by preferen e hange operators obtained by adapting belief hange operators to preferen es in a straightforward
way. Consider rst belief revision. Viewing preferen e
revision as the exa t repli ate of belief revision would
mean that the agent starts with some initial preferen es,
then \in orporates" a new preferen e and omes up with
new preferen es, while preferen e update, viewed in a
similar way, would onsist in proje ting an agent's preferen es after an preferen e- hanging a tion or event. It
is not lear at all what \in orporating a new preferen e"
means, and similarly for a preferen e- hanging a tion or
event.
In the rest of the paper we argue that the diÆ ulty is
that whereas belief hange pro esses an reasonably be
onsidered independent of an agent's preferen es, it is
generally not true that a preferen e hange pro ess is independent of the agen't beliefs. What triggers hanges in
the mental state of an agent (hen e hanging her present
or future behaviour) generally onsists of inputs that
ome from the world or from other agents (via observations, ommuni ation et .) and primarily a e ts the
agent's beliefs. We do not mean that these inputs do not
a e t in any way the agent's preferen es, but that they
often do so be ause they hange her beliefs in the rst
pla e. A se ond diÆ ulty is that \preferen e hange"
onveys more ambiguity than belief hange1 , suggesting
that the variety of pro esses being overed by preferen e hange might be larger than that overed by belief
hange.
The goal of this paper is to give a preliminary exploration of these di erent meanings onveyed by \preferen e hange", to relate them to existing work (possibly
totally outside the \belief hange" area) and to dis uss
brie y the lass of methods that ould be used to model
ea h of these families of pro esses. This is the subje t
of Se tion 3. Then, in Se tion 4 we pi k the interpre1

We have informally asked a few spe ialists of belief
hange around us about the meaning of \preferen e revision"
and we have obtained very di erent answers.

tation of preferen e hange that we nd most relevant
and natural, namely, the evolution of an agent's preferen es after a revision by a new fa t (or belief), and we
give more te hni al developments. Se tion ?? both disusses related issues, the importan e of paying attention
to belief hange when desinging autonomous agents, and
further important resear h dire tions.

2 Notations
Throughout the paper we onsider a propositional language formed from a xed, nite set of propositional
symbols and the usual onne tives (this language will be
enri hed with modalities in Se tion 4). The set of all
truth assignments satisfying a formula ' is denoted by
Mod('). We use the following notation for worlds: ab
denotes the world where a and are assigned to true and
b to false. The set of all worlds is denoted by W .
A weak order  is a re exive, transitive and omplete
relation. The relations  and  are de ned from  in
the usual way: s  s0 if s  s0 and s  s and s0  s
if s  s0 and not (s0  s). If X  W , Max (X ) is
the set of maximal elements in X : Max (X ) = fw 2
X j there is no w0 su h that w0  wg.

3 Preferen e hange: a temptative
taxonomy
We distinguish several kinds of preferen e hange, depending mainly on the nature of the mathemati al obje t that hanges and the nature of the input that leads
this obje t to hange.
3.1

Preferen es that

hange when beliefs

are revised

Example 1 Initially, I desire to eat sushis from this
plate. Then I learn that these sushis have been made with
old sh. Now I desire not to eat any of these sushis.
This is learly an example of preferen e hange. Letting e for \eating (some of) the sushis", I had a preferen e for e, something happened, and as a result, I
have now a preferen e for :e.The event that trigerred
the preferen e hange does not primarily on erns preferen e, but beliefs. Learning that the sushis were made
from old sh made me belief that I ould be si k, and
as a onsequen e I hange my mind about my future
behaviour (as I will hoose the a tion \doing nothing"
rather than the a tion \eat").
We an generalize this example to a lass of situations that have in ommon the following: (a) the world
is stati ; (b) the beliefs about the world are revised; ( )
the agent's future behaviour is in uen ed by this belief hange. We did not expli itly say that preferen es
hanged. Whether they really hange or not is a tually
a tri ky question. To answer it, we are going to give now
two distin t formalizations of our example.
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In the rst formalization, we have two propositional
symbols: e (eating sushis) and f (fresh)2 There are
therefore four possibles states of the world, namely S =
 ef; efg. At the beginning of the pro ess, it is
fef; ef;
reasonable to assume (even if this is not expli itly said)
that I believe the sushis to be made out of fresh sh |
or, at least, that I do not believe that the sh is not
fresh (if I did, then the new information would have had
no impa t on my beliefs, and likewise, no impa t on my
future behaviour). After I am told that the sh is not
fresh, then, even if I do not trust the sour e ompletely,
it is reasonable to expe t that my belief that the sh is
fresh gets mu h lower. What about my preferen es? If
we are talking about preferen es over states (as opposed
to preferen es over a tions), then my initial preferen es
are likely to be

ef P ef P ef P ef
(I prefer eating fresh sushis over not eating sushis, and
I prefer not eating sushis over eating sushis made out of
old sh; if I do not eat the sushis I don't are whether the
sh is old or not3 . Now, my preferen es after learning
that :f is true or likely to be true are exa tly the same:
I still prefer ef (even if I know now that this world is impossible, ar, at least, highly implausible). to :e and :e
to ef. Thus, in this situation, belief hange, but preferen es remain stati . Still, it is no less true that I used to
intend to eat these sushis and I do not anymore. This is
right, but we are now talking about a tions, as opposed
to properties of the world. Indeed, my future behaviour
(that is, the a tion that I intend to do) has hanged, but
my preferen e between states of the world has not. This
pro ess is a tually well-known in de ision theory: after
learning something, probabilities hange, utilities of onsequen es remain un hanged but the expe ted utility of
a tions (that depend both on the probability of states
and the utility of onsequen es) hange.
In the se ond formalization, we stil use two symbols
e and f but we want to reason about the preferen e between e, seen as a propositional formula ( orresponding
to the set of states fef; efg) and :e ( orresponding to
the set of states fef; efg). When expressing an initial
preferen e for e I mean that when I fo us on those states
where e is true, I see ef as the most plausible state, and
similarly when I fo us on those states where :e is true, I
see ef as the most plausible state, Be ause I prefer ef to
ef , I naturally prefer e to :e: in other terms, I prefer e
to :e be ause I prefer the most state satisfying e to the
most state satisfying :e. Of ourse, after learning the
information about the sh, these typi al states are now
We ould also introdu e a third symbol s for \si k"; together with some belief that :f ^ e implies s, but this turns
out to be unne essary.
3
One may argue that in a real situation ef is preferred to
ef , be ause if ef is the ase then I may experien ed the regret
of not having eaten the sushis, if I later learn that they were
fresh. For the sake of simpli ity we will not onsider regret
in our approa h.
2

ef and ef, and after fo using, I prefer now the formula
:e to the formula e.

Therefore, whether preferen e hange or not when our
beliefs hange depends of whether we talk about preferen es over states of the world, formulas or a tions.
Preferen es over states are stati , but their lifting on
formulas or a tions hange.
Finally, one may also argue that whether preferen es
over states hange or not is also a question of language
granularity. If both e and f are in the language, then
preferen e over states do not hange, but if the language ontains only the propositional symbol e, then
they hange, and in this ase, it is not possible to express
that we learn :f , therefore the only wat of modeling the
input is a \dire t preferen e hange" (see further): the
world sends a \ ommand" to the user, asking her to now
prefer e to e.
The pro ess that we have explained here on an example will be formalized in Se tion 4.
3.2

Preferen es that
world

hange when the

hanges

Example 2 Initially, I desire to eat sushis from this
plate. Then I eat 50 sushis. After that, I desire not
to eat sushis.
Example 3 It is a ni e saturday afternoon and I'd like
to have a walk. Then is starts to rain. After that I don't
want to have a walk anymore.
Example 3 learly illustrates a preferen e hange
trigerred by a hange of the world (it was not raining
and now it does). So is Example 2 (I was hungry and
now I am not), however there is a se ond way of interpreting this example (see Subse tion 3.3).
Things are quite similar to the situation dis ussed in
Subse tion 3.1, with the di eren e that the belief hange
pro ess is not a revision, but an update. Again, we argue that preferen e over states do not hange (I prefer
walking under the sun to not walking, and not walking
to walking in the rain); only the state of world, and of
ourse the agent's belief about the state of the world, do.
We have therefore stati preferen es, dynami world and
dynami beliefs.
3.3

Preferen es that

hange when the

rational agent evolves

Example 4 When I was a hild I did not like heese.
Now I do.
Here, a hange in preferen e re e ts a modi ation of
the agent's tastes due to an event (or several events) the
agent is subje t to. In Example 2, that an be viewed
as well as a hange in the rational agent, we learly see
what the event is (eating 50 sushis). This is less lear
with Example 4, as there is no lear, \namable" event
that made the agent hange his mind and start to like
heese. One may just say that this event is \growing
up", or, going further in the granularity of events, and
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say that this hange has resulted from a lot of mi roevents (su h as eating a little bit of heese many times
in several years).
It ould be dis ussed whether it is relevant to distinguish preferen e hange due to the evolution of the rational agent to preferen e hange due to the evolution of
the world. This is primarily a hoi e to be made when we
model the pro ess, as thus omes down to de ide whether
the rational agent should be part of the world of not (it
is generally assumed not to | and this is not the pla e
to enter this dis ussion).
3.4

Dire t preferen e

hange

[2℄ onsider dire t preferen e hange (unrelated to anything else), trigerred by \ ommands" or "suggestions"
(the di eren e both being a matter of strength).

Example 5 [2℄ Let's take a trip!

This kind of preferen e hange mimi s exa tly belief
hange, in the sense that preferen es are revised by preferen es (so as to lead to new preferen es), without any
beliefs to intervene in the pro ess. The situations in
whi h this preferen e hange per se o urs are those
where another agent (or nature) an make an agent believe by sending him a signal asking him, or leading
him, to prefer . A ontext where this happens is the
ontext onsidered in Example 1 when f is not in the
language: I an simply not make you revise your beliefs by :f , for the te hni al reason that :f annot be
expressed, but I an instead ask you to revise your preferen es in the same way that they would have evolved
after in orporating the pie e of eviden e :f : \I order
you to prefer :e."4 .
3.5

Other kinds of preferen e

hange?

There are at least two other kinds situation where we
may want to say that preferen e hange o ur.
The rst one is when revising (or updating) an agents'
preferen es by some new information about this agent's
preferen es. For instan e: I am the system that sells
you train ti kets and when you ask me for a ti ket from
Paris to Toulouse I initially believe that you want to take
the TGV and go through Bordeaux { until you tell me
that you want to go through Limoges. This is however a
pure belief revision pro ess, in whi h the world on whi h
we reason on erns your preferen es, so this pro ess is
not about preferen e hange, belief hange about another
agent's preferen es { so this situation does not really
have to be dis ussed in this paper, but it ought to be
mentioned at some point.
The se ond one is when an agent is following a plan
and has a desire for to be satis ed be ause it is a
means-end obje tive. When is realized, after that I
don't need anymore and my preferen e for disappears. See example 2: the primary goal is not to be
4
A similar ontext where dire t preferen e an be seenmore learly is in dialogues su h as the following one: \is
there anything interesting to see in this town? { Oh no, you
don't want to go here".

hungry any more, and eating sushis an be seen as a
means (not the worst one, admittedly) to see to it that
the goal is satis ed. (One an of ourse onsider more
omplex plans with several a tions in sequen e.) This
is learly a variation on \preferen e hange implies by
a hange in the world" (the world has hanged be ause
some subgoals have been satis ed), and also a variation
on \preferen e hange implies by a hange in the rational agent" (the agent had an intention to see satis ed,
now that it has been satis ed he doesn't are anymore {
think of those Casanovas who want to sedu e all women).
A situation similar to the latter (but a little bit more
ompli ated) is when I learn that won't help me rea h
my goal. An example: I have the desire to prove a
onje ture, whi h easily follows from the onjun tion of
two lemmas (Lemma 1 and Lemma 2). I initially have
a preferen e for Lemma 1 to be proven and similarly
for Lemma 2. I expe t both lemmas to be true. However, then I nd a ounterexample for Lemma 1, and in
this ase Lemma 2 be omes useless, so my preferen e for
Lemma 2 to be proven disappears. Anyway, again this
an be seen as an instan e of the lasses of preferen e
hange developed in the previous subse tion.

4 Preferen e hange triggered by belief
revision
4.1

Beliefs and preferen es

We now onsider in more details the s enario that we
dis ussed informally in Subse tion 3.1. The general priniple is the following:
 the agent has some initial beliefs and preferen es
over possible states of the world; these preferen es
over states an be lifted to preferen es over formulas
(or a tions);
 the agent learns a new pie e of information about
the world;
 the agent revises her prior beliefs by and keeps
the same preferen e on states; however, preferen es
over formulas may hange in rea tion to the hange
of beliefs.
We see that a formalization needs at least two semanti al stru tures: one for beliefs and one for preferen es.
Be ause one has to make hoi es, we sti k to the ordinal
way of modeling beliefs and preferen es (whi h is ommon in the belief hange literature). Thus, as in [4℄
and subsequently in [12℄, we use a normality ordering
together with a preferen e ordering.

De nition 1 A model M is a triple hW; N ; P i,
where W is a set of valuations of a set of propositions,
and N and P are total pre-orders on W . We don't
distinguish worlds from valuations, so ea h valuation o urs pre isely on e.
s N s0 means that s is at least as plausible (or normal) as s0 , whereas s P s0 means that s is at least as
preferred as s0 . The indi eren e relations N and P
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are de ned as usual, as well as the stri t relations N
and P , are de ned as usual (see Se tion 2).
The model for Example 1 is visualized in Figure 1. The
normality ordering is visualized verti ally, where higher
worlds are more normal. The most normal worlds are
worlds in whi h the sh is fresh, and ex eptional worlds
are worlds in whi h the sh is not fresh fe N f e N
 N fe. Preferen es are visualized horizontally, where
fe
the more to the right are the more preferred worlds. The
most preferred worlds are the ones in whi h we are eating
fresh sushi, whi h is preferred to not eating fresh sushi,
and not eating not fresh sushi is preferred to eating not
fresh sushi ef P ef P ef P ef.

preferen e
ef
ef

-

ef

ef

6normality

 N fe
Figure 1: The sushi example. fe N f e N fe


and ef P ef P ef P ef .
Again as in [4; 12℄, the language is built up from a nite set of propositional symbols, usual onne tives, and
two dyadi modalities: one for normality (N ) and one
for preferen e (>, and also P { the latter two being interde nable, see further).
As usual, N ( j') is true if the most normal '-worlds
are -worlds. N ('j>) is abbreviated in N (').

De nition 2 (normality)
M j= N ( j') i MaxN (Mod('))  Mod( )

Things are less easy with preferen e, for two reasons.
First, there is no standard way of lifting preferen es
from the world level to the formula level (see [?;
11℄). We onsider here the three following ways of lifting
[11℄5
M j= ' PmM
8w 2 Mod(') 9w0 2 Mod(') su h that

if
w P w 0
that is, if the worst '-worlds are preferred to the best
-worlds (or, equivalently, every '-world is preferred to
every -world).
M j= ' PMM
9w 2 Mod(') su h that 8w0 2 Mod('),

if
w P w 0
that is, if the best '-worlds are preferred to the best
-worlds (or equivalently, the best ' _ worlds are :
worlds).
M j= ' Pmm
8w 2 Mod(')9w0 2 Mod(') su h that

if
w P w 0
that is, if the worst '-worlds are preferred to the worst
-worlds.
There is obviously a fourth one (Mm), orresponding to
two existential quanti ers; however, this notion is mu h too
weak, as it makes P ' ^ P :' onsistent.
5

Alternative ways of lifting preferen e would also be
worth onsidering, su h as, for instan e, eteris paribus
preferen es [14℄ of other kinds of similarity-based
preferen es [10℄. However, for the sake of brevity, in this
paper we sti k to these three ways of lifting preferen es.
Se ond, as argued in [4; 12℄, in the presen e of
un ertainty or normality (expressed by N ), preferen es
annot be interpreted from P alone (but from P and
N ). There are (at least) two ways of interpreting a
preferen e for p over :p in the presen e of un ertainty
or normality. Let  be one of PmM , PMm , or PMM .
1. \among the most normal q -worlds, p is preferred to
:p," [4℄:
M j= P ( j') i
MaxN (Mod(')) \ Mod( )  MaxN (Mod(')) \
Mod(: ))
2. \the most normal p ^ q -worlds are preferred to the
most normal :p ^ q -worlds" [12℄:
M j= P ( j') i
MaxN (Mod(' ^ ))  MaxN (Mod(' ^ : ))

P ('j>) is abbreviated in P (').
Note that 1. and 2. are not equivalent, be ause either
the most normal p ^ q worlds or the most normal :p ^ q
worlds may be ex eptional among the q worlds6 .
We have thus de ned six semanti s for interpreting
P (:j:), sin e we have three ways of lifting preferen e from

worlds to formulas, and two ways of fo using on normal
worlds. We denote the orresponding 6 modalities using
the supers ript B (for item 1. above) or LV W (for item
2. above), and one the three subs ripts MM , mm, or
LV W refers to the semanti s in
mM . For instan e, PMM
[12℄ and the optimisti way of lifting preferen es (whi h
is the semanti s studied in detailed in [12℄). However
6

The two approa hes are be based on distin t intuitions.
In 2., the intuition is that an agent is omparing two alternatives, and for ea h alternative he is onsidering the most normal situations. Then he ompares the two alternatives and
expresses a preferen e of the former over the latter. The differen e between both approa hes (already dis ussed in [12℄)
is a matter of hoosing the worlds to fo us on: when we are
asked to ompare two (in omplete) alternatives, we fo us on
typi al situations that satisfy ea h of these alternatives and
then we ompare these situations. The approa h in [4℄ rst
fo uses on most normal worlds independently of the hoi e
between the two alternatives. This has the onsequen e that
the omparison be omes void when either p ^ q or :p ^ q is
ex eptional, be ause, wlog in the ase where p ^ q , there is no
most normal p ^ q -world to ompare with most normal :p ^ q worlds. Consider q = taking the airplane, p = the airplane
rashes. Be ause most normal q -worlds satisfy :p, there an
be no preferen e for :p given q . Both de nitions ([4℄ and
[12℄) oin ide i there exist both most normal p ^ q -worlds
and most normal :p ^ q -worlds, that is, if :N (pjq ) ^:N (:pjq )
holds.
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we will try to avoid using these heavy subs ripts and
supers ripts whenever possible.
Now, from the P modality (where P ('j ) means
\given , I have a preferen e / a desire for '" we dene a > modality, where ' > means \I prefer ' to
"), de ned by
(' > )  P ('j(' ^ : ) _ ( ^ :'))

P (:j:) and : > : are interde nable (see also [10℄)7 :
P ('j )  (
4.2

^' >

^ :')

Belief revision, and its impa t on
preferen es

Revising a pre-order

Given a model M = hW; N ; P i, the revision by belief is a new model M 0 = M ? onsists in the same
W , the same P (sin e preferen es over worlds do not
hange), and the revision of the initial plausibility ordering N by . This requires the prior de nition of a
revision fun tion ? a ting on plausibility orderings. Su h
fun tions have been extensively onsidered in the literature of belief revision (and espe ially iterated revision,
see e.g. [6℄).

De nition 3 Given a set of worlds W , a revision fun tion ? is a fun tion that maps ea h omplete weak order
over W into a omplete weak order over W , and that
satis es the a eptan e property: for every N and every onsistent , MaxN ? (W )  Mod( ) { in other
words, most normal worlds after revising by should
satisfy
Given a model M = hW; N ; P i, a revision fun tion
?, and a formula , the revision of M by , is the model
M ? de ned by
M ? = hW; N ? ; P i
Note that a eptan e implies that M? j= N . Apart
of a eptan e, revision fun tions on plausibility orderings are usually required to obey some other properties.
A ommon one is the uniform shifting of p worlds8 :

De nition 4 A revision operator ? satis es:
 positive uniformity if for any two worlds w, w0 su h
that w j= and w0 j= then w ?N w0 i w N w0 ;
 negative uniformity if for any two worlds w, w0 su h
that w j= : and w0 j= : then w ?N w0 i w N
w0 .
7

This interde nability needs a spe ial treatment of limit
ases where either ' ^ or ' ^: is unsatis able { see [10℄. In
this paper we omit the treatment of these limit ases, whi h
are of little interest anyway.
8
These properties are named respeti ely (CR1) and (CR2)
in [6℄

AGM style postulates

Perhaps the easiest way to des ribe the behavior of the
preferen e hange, is to aim for an AGM style representation with postulates. To do so, we use a modal logi
to refer to updates [7℄.

M; w j= [? ℄' i M ? ; w j= '
We will now investigate a few key properties on erning preferen e hange, depending on the belief revision
operator ? used and the hoi e of the semanti s for interpretaing preferen e.

Properties 1: preferen e satisfa tion

We are now going to look into the logi al properties
of preferen e hange under newly learned beliefs. The
properties we may expe t an be derived from the properties of belief revision and preferen e logi . For example, whereas in belief revision newly learned beliefs that
are no surprises do not hange the old beliefs, we may
onsider whether newly learned beliefs whi h are not exeptional do not hange the preferen es. We do so in the
following se tion, but we start with a simpler pattern.
Suppose we learn that what we want to hold, in fa t
holds. In that ase, it would be intuitive that the preferen e still holds, i.e. persists in time. This property holds
provided that ? satis es uniformity.

Proposition 1 (learning the preferred) Suppose
that  satis es positive and negative uniformity. Then
for any formula p the following are true in any model
M:
1. p >MM :p ! [p℄(p >MM :p);
2. p >mm :p ! [p℄(p >mm :p);
3. p >mM :p ! [p℄(p >mM :p);
Let us give a qui k proof for 1 (the proof is similar for
2 and 3). Suppose M j= p >MM :p, whi h by de nition
is equivalent to: for any w 2 MaxP (MaxN (Mod(p))
and w0 2 MaxP (MaxN (Mod(:p)), we have w P w0 .
Now,
positive
uniformity
implies
that
MaxN p (Mod(p)) = MaxN (Mod(p)), and negative uniformity, that MaxN p (Mod(:p))
=
MaxN (Mod(:p)): the most normal p-worlds are
the same before and after revision by p, and similarly
for the most normal :p-worlds. Therefore,
MaxP (MaxN p (Mod(p))) = MaxP (MaxN (Mod(p)))
and
MaxP (MaxN p (Mod(:p))) = MaxP (MaxN (Mod(:p)))
hen e the result. (Note that it would also with a eteris
paribus semanti s of preferen es, or more generally any
semanti s of preferen e)
The positive and negative uniformity onditions are
ne essary. Consider for instan e drasti revision operator that preserves the relative ranking of -worlds and
then push all : -worlds towards the bottom, irrespe tively of their relative initial ranking: w N w0 i (a)
w j= , w0 j= and w N w0 ; or (b) w j= and
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w0 j= : .  satis es positive uniformity, but not negative uniformity. Suppose we initially have:
pq N pq  pq  pq
pq P pq P pq  pq
after revision by p:
pq Np pq  pq  pq
We have M j= p >MM :p and M j= [p℄:p >MM p.
By symmetry, things are the same if we revise by a
dispreferred formula:

Proposition 2 (learning the dispreferred)
Suppose that  satis es positive and negative uniformity. Then the following are true in any model
M:
1. p >MM :p ! [:p℄(p >MM :p);
2. p >mm :p ! [:p℄(p >mm :p);
3. p >mM :p ! [:p℄(p >mM :p);
Suppose now that we learn that what we want to hold,
in fa t partially holds. In that ase, it would be intuitive
that the preferen e still holds, i.e. persists in time. However, suppose that we prefer p and we learn that p _ q .
In that ase we are shifting the p worlds uniformly, but
not ne essarily the :p worlds. All we know is that when
some of the most normal :p worlds are :p ^ q worlds,
then these :p ^ q worlds will be ome the most normal
p worlds. This property therefore holds provided that ?
satis es uniformity, :N (:q j:p) holds, and only for two
of the three preferen es.

Proposition 3 (learning the partly preferred)
Suppose that  satis es positive and negative uniformity.
Then the following are true in any model M:
1. p >MM :p ^ :N (:qj:p) ! [p _ q℄(p >MM :p);
2. p >mM :p ^ :N (:qj:p) ! [p _ q℄(p >mM :p)
Let us give a qui k proof for 1 (the proof is similar
for 2). Suppose M j= p >MM :p, whi h by de nition is
equivalent to: for any w 2 MaxP (MaxN (Mod(p))
and w0 2 MaxP (MaxN (Mod(:p)), we have
w P w 0 .
Now, assume in addition that
:N (:q j:p), whi h by de nition is MaxN (Mod(:p ^
q))  MaxN (Mod(:p)), then positive uniformity implies MaxN p (Mod(p)) = MaxN (Mod(p)),
and negative uniformity implies analogously that
MaxN p (Mod(:p))  MaxN (Mod(:p)): the most
normal p-worlds are the same before and after revision
by p, and the most normal :p-worlds will be a subset.
Therefore,
MaxP (MaxN p (Mod(p))) = MaxP (MaxN (Mod(p)))
and for w 2 MaxP (MaxN p (Mod(:p))) and
w0 2 MaxP (MaxN (Mod(:p))) we have w P w0 .
hen e the result: if the best world among these worlds
used to be a p world, then it remains a p world. (note
that it does not hold for mm, sin e if the worst world

used to be a :p world, after the revision the worst world
may be a p world.)
By symmetry, things are the same if we revise by a
dispreferred formula:

Proposition 4 (learning the partly dispreferred)
Suppose that  satis es positive and negative uniformity.
Then the following are true in any model M:
1. p >mM :p ^ :N (qjp) ! [:p _ q℄(p >mM :p)
2. p >mm :p ^ :N (qjp) ! [:p _ q℄(p >mm :p)
Properties 2: surprises

We may expe t that preferen es don't hange when we
revise by something normal (i.e., expe ted). However,
for P this holds only under the assumption that the normality ordering remains the same when we revise by a
normal formula:

Proposition 5 (learning the normal, 1)
1. for Boutilier's semanti s, under any of the four definitions of lifting, the following formula is valid:
N

^ P ' ! [? ℄P '

2. for LTW's semanti s, under the four de nitions
of lifting, the latter formula is valid provided
that ? satis es the following inertia property: if
MaxN (W )  Mod( ) then  ? =.
In ase 2, the validity of N ^ G' ! [ ℄G' omes

simply from the fa t that N does not hange. In ase
1, the fa t that N is true implies that all most normal worlds satisfy , therefore revising by lead these
most normal worlds (that is, MaxN (W )) un hanged;
sin e the truth of G(:j:) depends only on MaxN (W ),
preferen es remain un hanged.
However, 1. no longer holds if ? does not satisfy inertia, be ause revising by may have an impa t on the
most normal -worlds or on the most normal : -worlds
(but never on both). For example:
N : pq  pq  pq  pq
P : pq  pq  pq  pq
and ? su h that that in ?N , all -worlds are ranked
above all : -worlds. That is:
?q
N : pq  pq  pq  pq
Before learning q , the most normal p-world is pq and
the most normal :p-world is pq, therefore M j= P p for
any kind of lifting. After learning q , the most normal
p-world is still pq and the most normal :p-world is pq,
therefore M j= P :p, again for any kind of lifting.
A weaker form of the previous property is that preferen e for ' should remain un hanged if we learn something that is normal both given ' and given :':

Proposition 6 (learning the normal,2) For LVT as
well as Boutilier's semanti s, and for any kind of lifting,
the following formula is valid:
N ( j') ^ N (

j:') ^ P ' ! [ ℄P '
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The proof is easy: when N ( j') ^ N ( j:') holds,
the most normal '-worlds are ^ '-worlds and the
most normal :'-worlds are
^ :'-worlds, therefore, the most normal '-worlds remain the same after
learning , and similarly for the most normal :'-worlds.
Still a stronger form of (1) whi h is in omparable with
(2) is when one learns something whi h is believed (normal) and the preferen e bears on something whi h is not
ex eptional.

Proposition 7 (learning the normal,3) For LVT as
well as Boutilier's semanti s, and for any kind of lifting,
the following formula is valid:
N ^ :N' ^ :N :' ^ P ' ! [? ℄P '
Indeed, the most normal '-worlds are also -worlds

and hen e remain the same after learning , and similarly for the most normal :'-worlds. This onditin that
both ' and :' are non-ex eptional is intuitively desirable in many ontexts, espe ially when ' (and :') refers
to something thaty is ontrollable by the agent. For instan e, on Example ??: M j= P e ^ :N :e ^ :N :e ^ Nf :
the agent initially believes that the sh is fresh and of
ourse does not onsiders eating, nor non easting, as
ex eptional. As a result, after learning that the sh is
fresh, he still prefers eating the sushis.
Now, when revising by something that is not disbelieved, we would expe t some form of preservation of

preferen e as well. We onsider this forst form of revision by the non-ex eptional (non-disbelieved):

Proposition 8 (learning the non-ex eptional,1)
For LVW (as well as Boutilier { CHECK) semanti s,
and for the 88 lifting (mM ), the following formula is
valid:
:N (: j') ^ :N (: j:') ^ P ' ! [? ℄P '
This holds be ause at least one most normal ^ 'world remains in the set of most normal ^ '-worlds

after learning .
However this no longer holds with MM , mm and Mm,
as it an be seen on the following example:
N : pq  pq  pq  pq
P : pq  pq  pq  pq
We have M j= P p for any of fMM; mm; Mmg. After learning q , for any \reasonable" revision operator
?, in luding drasti revision, pq ?q
N pq and pq  pq.
Therefore, the most normal p-world is pq and the most
normal :p-world is pq , whi h implies that we have
M j= [?q ℄P :p(^:P p).

5 Related resear h

Preferen e hange, or related issues su h as goal hange,
has been onsidered under various forms in a few works
that so far are unrelated to ea h other.
Bradley [5℄ argues that hanges in preferen e an have
two sorts of possible auses: hange in beliefs ( orresponding to the situation we des ribed in Subse tion 3.1)

and \what might be alled hange in tastes" (whi h orresponds to the situation we des ribed in Se tion 3.3).
(It is not lear in whi h of both whether the situation of
Subse tion 3.2 should be lassi ed.) He further re nes
the rst ase into two kinds of situations where learning
B makes our desirability of A hange: (a) A is preferentially dependent on B ; (b) B is preferentially dependent
on A, and there is a probabilisti dependen y between
A and B . Then he develops a Bayesian formalization of
these ideas. Our work goes further in this dire tion and
onne ts the intera tion between belief hange and preferen e hange to the existing body of resear h in belief
revision.
Van Benthem and Liu [2; 13℄ give a dynami epistemi
logi formalization of preferen e upgrade via ommands
and suggestions. A ommand is an input from an authority (\see to it that '!") whose e e t is that the agent
now prefers '-worlds over :'-worlds. A suggestion is a
milder kind of preferen e upgrade. Both kinds of preferen e hange onsidered in this stream of works refer
to the situation des ribed in our Subse tion 3.4 (dire t
preferen e hange).
Freund [8; 9℄ investigates preferen e revision in the following meaning: how should an initial ranking ( alled a
\ hain") over a set of worlds be revised by the addition,
retra tion of modi ation of the links of the hain? In
these two papers, \preferen e" has to be understood in
its te hni al sense (ranking over a set of worlds) rather
than its de ision-theoreti sense, and the results apply
indi erently whether the ranking is interpreted in terms
of (de ision-theoreti ) preferen es or in terms of omparative plausilibity. In ontrast, our work makes a fundamental distin tion between preferen e and plausibility,
and hanges of preferen es are viewed as the reper ussion of hanges of beliefs.
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